
Renewal 

Through The 

Unexpected

OBJECTIVES

• Consider the 

unexpected in our lives

• Consider the impact 

and our response

• Move on to see each 

moment as potentially 

sanctifying

WE ALL EXPERIENCE THE 

UNEXPECTED
What types of change or transition are you experiencing?

• Welcome vs Unwelcome

• Sudden vs Expected

• Tangible vs Ambiguous

“Adversity has ever been considered as the state in which a 

man most easily becomes acquainted with himself.”
Samuel Johnson

“Faith develops out of the most difficult aspects of our 

existence, not the easiest.” Peterson

DISCUSSION

• List 2-3 of the most 
recent unexpected 
circumstances in your 
life.

• How do you normally 
react in the midst of an 
unexpected change in 
your life?

• How does your spouse 
normally react?

Consider  our  Level  of  Control

Circle of Concern 

represents 100% of 

the things which 

concern you in life.

Circle of Influence 
(~10% of Circle of 

Concern) represents 

the portion of your 

concerns you can 

actually do something 

about right now.

7 Habits of Highly Effective People, Stephen Covey



Coming to rest on a larger, 
more secure ideal.

Grounding:

Acceptance:

Coming to terms with a new 
normal.

Two Terms to Remember:

The unexpected helps 

us realize we are not 

defined by our 

circumstances.

The unexpected 

reveals our character.

The unexpected 

reveals how we view 

God.

Consider the 

Sanctifying 

Quality of the 

Unexpected

Moving on from 
the Unexpected

• Making meaning out 

of our difficulty.

• Seeing God’s 

sanctifying hand on 

our marriage in the 

midst of the 

unexpected.

Let Go: I cannot 
change the 
circumstances.

Hold On: God’s 
blessings are not 
circumstantial. 

Move On: I can react 
appropriately to the 
circumstances.

Example:

Moving on from 

Negative 

Circumstances

Example:

Moving on 

from Loss

Let Go: I cannot 
answer the question 
“Why did this happen?”

Hold On: I can trust 
God loves me and 
wants to work this for 
good. 

Move On: How can I 
walk faithfully in my 
new normal?

God Uses It  

For Good…

“And not only so, but we glory in 

tribulations also: knowing that tribulation 

worketh patience; and patience, 

experience; and experience, hope: and 

hope maketh not ashamed; because the 

love of God is shed abroad in our hearts by 

the Holy Ghost which is given unto us.” 

Rom. 5:3-5



Renewing In The 

Unexpected

• Call out the unexpected and difficult.

• Realize your proper level of control.

• Work on grounding and acceptance.

• See God’s sanctifying work in all things.

Let Go and then Hold On and then Move On

Discussion 

& 

Reflection

• What helps you to get 

“re-grounded” and 

resettled after something 

“hits” you? How can your 

spouse support you in 

these times?

• Where have you seen 

God work through the 

unexpected in your 

marriage? What is the key 

to growth in these 

situations?


